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Einstein’s 1909 application of fluctuation theory to Planckian radiation is challenged by the fact that
radiation within a completely reflecting cavity is not in thermal equilibrium and therefore should not
qualify as a candidate for analysis by Einstein’s theory. We offer an alternative interpretation
wherein Planck’s function, to which Einstein applied his theory, represents the source function in the
wall material surrounding a real, partially reflecting cavity. The source function experiences thermal
fluctuations and radiation within the cavity~which originates in the wall material and has an
intensity equal to the source function! fluctuates in concert. That is, blackbody radiation within a
real cavity exhibits the thermal fluctuations predicted by Einstein, but the fluctuations have their
origin in the wall material and are not intrinsic to radiation. ©2004 American Association of Physics

Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A closed system in thermal equilibrium~such as a molecu
lar gas in an adiabatic enclosure! is characterized by statisti
cal fluctuations in energy. In 1909 Einstein advanced
theory for these fluctuations~see Sec. II!,1,2 leading to a for-
mula that is usually expressed as in Eq.~1!. Einstein hoped
that his result would be more widely applicable than t
underlying assumptions suggested and applied it to Pla
ian radiation within a completely reflecting cavity~see Sec.
III !. The resulting expression, Eq.~8!, contains two terms
one of which Einstein identified with wave behavior and o
with particle behavior, leading to the hypothesis of the wa
particle duality of light.

Although we do not dismiss Einstein’s hope that his flu
tuation formula is more widely applicable than suggested
the underlying assumptions, we emphasize that radia
within a completely reflecting cavity is not in a state of the
mal equilibrium ~Sec. IV!, and we take the view that thi
radiation does not qualify as a candidate for analysis by E
stein’s theory.

Yet, as demonstrated by Einstein’s thought experiment
volving a flat plate suspended in a cavity1,2 ~see Secs. V and
VI !, blackbody radiation in a real, partially reflecting cavi
exhibits the fluctuations predicted by Einstein for a clos
system. We make sense of this result in Secs. VII and VIII
asserting that Planck’s function, to which Einstein appl
his formula, should be interpreted as representing the so
function in the wall material surrounding a real, partia
reflecting cavity. The source function experiences therm
fluctuations and radiation within the cavity~which originates
in the wall material and has an intensity equal to the sou
function! fluctuates in concert. That is, blackbody radiati
within a real cavity exhibits the thermal fluctuations pr
dicted by Einstein, but the fluctuations~with their ‘‘wave’’
and ‘‘particle’’ components! have their origin in the wall ma-
terial and are not intrinsic to radiation.

The paper does not challenge what is currently underst
by the wave-particle duality of light.3 However, it does chal-
lenge the interpretation that the wave and particle te
1059 Am. J. Phys.72 ~8!, August 2004 http://aapt.org/aj
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which emerge from Einstein’s theory are linked to what
currently understood by the wave-particle duality of light.

II. EINSTEIN’S THEORY OF FLUCTUATIONS

The texts cited in Ref. 4 provide a useful introduction
the theory of fluctuations in thermodynamic quantitie
Gibbs5 in 1902 and Einstein6 in 1904 independently em
ployed an ensemble average to obtain Eq.~1! which de-
scribes the statistical energy fluctuations within a subvolu
of a closed, thermal system.7 In 1909 Einstein did ‘‘not apply
his canonical fluctuation formula, perhaps to forestall do
about the applicability of this formula to radiation. Instea
he applied an equivalent formula based on Boltzmann’s p
ciple, a principle he held to be universally valid.’’8

Accounts of Einstein’s theory may be found in Refs. 9–1
Einstein’s theory is described here in Appendix A. Briefl
Einstein considered a system divided into two fixed volum
one of which~the subvolume! is much smaller than the othe
~the remaining volume!. The two regions can exchange e
ergy ~but not matter! freely, so that the energy lost from on
region during a fluctuation is gained by the other. As e
plained in Appendix A, the mean square fluctuation in t
energy in the subvolume is given by

^e2&5kT2S ]^E&
]T D

v

, ~1!

where^E& denotes the mean energy of the subvolume.
Equation~1! is similar to that given by Einstein in 190

and will be familiar to most readers. It differs somewh
from that given by Einstein in 1909, although the latt
readily reduces to Eq.~1!. The division of Eq.~1! by ^E&2

leads to

^e2&

^E&2
52kT2S ]

]T S 1

^E& D D v

. ~2!

Although not quoted by Einstein, Eq.~2! is an obvious con-
sequence of the theory.

The statistical fluctuations described by Eq.~1! are char-
acteristic of a system in thermal equilibrium, such as a m
1059p © 2004 American Association of Physics Teachers
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lecular gas in an adiabatic enclosure. The derivation of
~1! specifically cites the condition for thermal equilibriu
@see Eq.~A3! in Appendix A#. Pippard gives the example o
Johnson noise, which ‘‘shows clearly, what we have stres
before, that fluctuations are not to be regarded as spont
ous departures from the equilibrium configuration of a s
tem, but are manifestations of the dynamic character of t
mal equilibrium itself, and quite inseparable from th
equilibrium state.’’19

The subvolume and remaining volume in Einstein’s the
can exchange energy, but not matter~particles!. As regards
the application of Einstein’s theory to radiation, one mig
wonder how an exchange of radiation energy is poss
without a corresponding exchange of particles~photons!.

III. THE CASE OF PLANCKIAN RADIATION

A. Einstein’s formula applied to Planckian radiation

Assuming his fluctuation formula to be more widely a
plicable than suggested by the underlying assumptions,
stein applied it to radiation within a closed space~one
bounded by ‘‘diffusely, completely reflecting walls’’20!, the
spectrum of the radiation being described by Planck’s law
Sec. IV we consider the validity of Einstein’s procedure. F
the moment we follow Einstein’s analysis.

Within a subvolumeV of a closed radiation space, th
mean radiation energy within the frequency intervaln to n
1dn is

^E&5Vrdn, ~3!

where r denotes the radiation energy density per unit f
quency interval. Our interest is the case wherer is given by
Planck’s law:

r5S 8phn3

c3 D 1

exp~hn/kT!21
, ~4!

so that

^E&5VS 8phn3

c3 D dn

exp~hn/kT!21
. ~5!

If we substitute Eq.~5! into Eq. ~2!, we obtain

^e2&

^E&2
5

exp~hn/kT!

V~8pn2/c3!dn
, ~6!

which may be expressed as

^e2&

^E&2
5

exp~hn/kT!21

V~8pn2/c3!dn
1

1

V~8pn2/c3!dn
. ~7!

We then use Eq.~5! to find

^e2&

^E&2
5

hn

^E&
1

c3

V8pn2dn
, ~8!

which, using Eq.~3!, becomes

^e2&5S hnr1
c3

8pn2
r2D Vdn. ~9!
1060 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 8, August 2004
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B. The limit hnškT

In the limit hn@kT, Eq. ~5! becomes

^E&5VS 8phn3

c3 D exp~2hn/kT!dn, ~10!

which indicates that~in this limit! Eq. ~6! may be written as

^e2&

^E&2
5

hn

^E&
. ~11!

Equation ~11! would have resulted had we calculate
^e2&/^E&2 with r in Eq. ~3! given by Wien’s radiation law.

If we now let

^E&5Nhn, ~12!

where@see Eq.~10!#

N5VS 8pn2

c3 D exp~2hn/kT!dn, ~13!

then Eq.~11! becomes

^e2&

^E&2
5

1

N
. ~14!

Equation~14! is the same as the fluctuations in the numb
density of an ideal gas withN equal to the mean number o
particles,21 which has prompted the hypothesis thatN in Eq.
~12! be interpreted as an integer and that cavity radiation
the limit hn@kT behaves like a collection of independe
particles, each of energyhn.22 This hypothesis is not sup
ported by Eq.~13!, because the latter gives no hint thatN is
a quantity that takes only integer values. We will return
this point in Sec. VII D.

C. The limit hn™kT

In contrast, in the limithn!kT, Eq. ~6! becomes

^e2&

^E&2
5

c3

V8pn2dn
. ~15!

Equation ~15! would have resulted had we calculate
^e2&/^E&2 with r in Eq. ~3! set equal to the Rayleigh–Jean
law.

The right-hand side of Eq.~15! has a wave interpretation
If ~following Longair21! we assume that the electric field at
point in space is the superposition of the electric fields~with
random phases! from a large number of sources, then th
mean square fluctuation in the field,^e2&, is related to the
mean energy,̂E&, by

^e2&5^E&2. ~16!

Equation ~16! applies to waves of a particular frequenc
corresponding to a single mode. When there areM separate
modes per unit frequency interval, such that^E& varies asM
and ^e2& also varies asM, then

^e2&

^E&2
5

1

M
. ~17!

When we assignM a value in accordance with the number
modes in the frequency intervaln to n1dn within a com-
pletely reflecting cavity of volumeV, namely
1060F. E. Irons
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M5V8pn2dn/c3, ~18!

then

^e2&

^E&2
5

c3

V8pn2dn
. ~19!

This result is the same as in Eq.~15!, which has prompted
the behavior of blackbody radiation in the limithn!kT to
be likened to that of waves.

IV. WHY A CLOSED RADIATION SPACE IS NOT A
CANDIDATE FOR ANALYSIS BY EINSTEIN’S
THEORY

A. Not in thermal equilibrium

A closed system in thermal equilibrium implies an intern
mechanism for energy exchange and thermalization. With
such a mechanism we would not expect thermal equilibri
to prevail, in which case Einstein’s theory~which analyzes
fluctuations about thermal equilibrium in a closed syste!
would not apply. Unlike gases, which can thermalize by
terparticle collisions, radiation within a closed space lacks
internal mechanism for thermalization. Electromagne
waves can cause interference effects, but there is no tran
of energy from one wave to another. Likewise, photons
not exchange energy.23 In 1909 we might have shared Ein
stein’s reluctance to dismiss radiation as unreactive~‘‘it must
not be assumed that radiations consist of noninterac
quanta’’!.24 However, we now know that there is no mech
nism for the thermalization of radiation energy within a co
pletely reflecting cavity free of matter. As a consequen
radiation within such a cavity is not subject to those fluctu
tions that are ‘‘manifestations of the dynamic character
thermal equilibrium itself, and quite inseparable from t
equilibrium state’’ ~see Sec. II!. In other words, a closed
radiation space is not a candidate for analysis by Einste
theory.

We may assume that a completely reflecting cavity is fil
with radiation via a hole that links the cavity to an adjoinin
isothermal enclosure. When the hole is closed, radiatio
trapped within the completely reflecting cavity. The trapp
radiation may be described as having a temperatureT ~the
temperature of the adjoining enclosure!, but having this tem-
perature does not imply that the trapped radiation is in th
mal equilibrium. An expansion or contraction of the walls
a completely reflecting cavity will cause the spectrum of
diation within the cavity to vary, while retaining a Planckia
distribution; that is, it will cause the temperature to va
Such a variation is a consequence of the Doppler shift a
ciated with the moving walls,25 and is not indicative of the
radiation being able to thermalize.26 Spanner27 refers to ra-
diation within a closed space as being in a state of metast
equilibrium, on the grounds that the introduction of a pie
of matter brings about an irreversible transformation.

B. Thermalization through interaction with matter

The nonthermalizing character of radiation within a co
pletely reflecting cavity is givende factorecognition by texts
that refer to thermalization as proceeding via the interac
of radiation with matter. A small window in the wall of
cavity is sometimes cited in this regard. ‘‘Through this sm
opening in the wall, the energy is exchanged between
hollow cavity and the reservoir@the wall material# to bring
1061 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 8, August 2004
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about eventually a state of thermal equilibrium.’’28 A small
piece of matter inserted into an otherwise completely refle
ing cavity also has been proposed as a means for effec
thermalization.29 It has been suggested that the resonat
employed by Planck in the derivation of his radiation la
serve this purpose~‘‘His @Planck’s# resonators were imagi
nary entities, not susceptible to experimental investigati
Their introduction was simply a device for bringing radiatio
to equilibrium...’’30!.

The ‘‘interaction-with-matter’’ approach to reaching the
malization is commonly cited in derivations of Planck’s la
that draw on cavity modes of oscillation. It has no pla
where fluctuations within a closed radiation space are c
cerned. To permit an interaction with matter~that is, to add a
source or sink of radiation energy to a closed system! would
be to violate the premise on which Einstein’s theory is bas
namely@see Eq.~A2! in Appendix A# that a gain~or loss! of
energy by radiation within the subvolume is accompanied
an equivalent loss~or gain! of energy by radiation within the
remaining volume,with no other options.

V. A THOUGHT EXPERIMENT

We now turn our attention to the thought experiment d
scribed by Einstein in his 1909 papers1,2 regarding a flat plate
~perfectly reflecting on both faces! suspended in a real, pa
tially reflecting cavity containing blackbody radiation an
gas molecules. The radiation originates in the walls of
cavity, which ‘‘have the definite temperatureT, are imperme-
able to radiation, and are not everywhere completely refle
ing toward the cavity.’’31 As a result of collisions with gas
molecules, the plate executes an irregular~Brownian! mo-
tion. This motion leads to an imbalance in the radiati
forces on the front and rear surfaces of the plate, which
turn resists the motion. Through this resistance~radiation
friction!, kinetic energy is transformed into radiation energ
However, equilibrium requires that the radiation energy
transformed back into kinetic energy. This transformation
achieved through fluctuations. According to Einstein, flu
tuations in the radiation energy~or pressure! can, on average
return energy from the radiation field back to the plate~and
then to the gas molecules!, causing a balance to b
established.1,2

Let D denote the increase in momentum of the plate d
ing a time intervalt due to fluctuations in radiation energy.32

Einstein relatedD2 to P, the radiation resistance per un
velocity, and then relatedP to f ~the area of the plate! and to
r ~the radiation energy density!. With r equal to Planck’s
law, he arrived at the relation

D2

t
5

1

c S hnr1
c3

8pn2
r2D f dn. ~20!

Equation~20! is remarkably similar to Eq.~9!, the quantity
in brackets being the same in both cases. However, Eq.~20!
does not assume a closed radiation space and does no
pend on Eq.~1!.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. A puzzle

Einstein was well aware that his molecular-based the
might not be applicable to a radiation space. In 1904
wrote that, ‘‘Of course, one can object that we are not p
1061F. E. Irons
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t-
mitted to assert that a radiationspaceshould be viewed as a
systemof the kind we have assumed, not even if the app
cability of the general molecular theory is conceded@Ein-
stein’s italics#.’’ 33 However, having~in 1904! applied fluc-
tuation theory in an approximate manner to blackbo
radiation and obtained a result in near agreement with Wie
displacement law~critically assessed in Appendix B!,6 Ein-
stein was encouraged to persevere with the application
fluctuation theory to radiation. At a meeting in 1909 he
vited the audience to view the wave-particle duality of lig
as a hypothesis needing further investigation.~‘‘What I shall
presently say is for the most part my private opinion
rather, the result of considerations that have not yet b
sufficiently checked by others.’’34! Klein remarks that Ein-
stein ‘‘boldly applied Eq.~1! to calculate the energy fluctua
tions of thermal radiation, a system thatcertainly did not
satisfy the conditions of its derivation@my italics#.’’ 35

The similarity between Eqs.~9! and ~20! appears to sup
port the result in Eq.~9!, that is, appears to support the a
sumption that Eq.~1! can be applied to a closed radiatio
space. This view was taken by Einstein in 1909 and is
cycled in the various accounts of his theory. In hindsight,
similarity is puzzling. Radiation within a closed space, n
being in thermal equilibrium, is not a candidate for analy
by Einstein’s theory. Yet Einstein’s thought experime
shows that blackbody radiation in a real, partially reflecti
cavity exhibits the fluctuations predicted by Einstein for
closed system. The resolution of this puzzle is the subjec
Sec. VII.

B. Living with inconsistency

Einstein might not have been unduly worried by the
consistency surrounding the assumption of a closed radia
space as a thermal system. He had previously come to te
with the inconsistent mix of classical and quantum ideas
Planck’s theory of blackbody radiation.36 Inconsistency also
was evident in Rutherford’s contemporary model of t
atom, wherein it was assumed that an electron could orb
nucleus without spiraling inward, despite the fact that~ac-
cording to classical theory! it loses energy by radiation. Ac
cording to Wigner, ‘‘... it was clear in those days, and in fa
it was clear even very much later to everybody, that
physics that we had was not consistent.’’37

The inconsistency surrounding the Rutherford atom w
resolved by the advent of Bohr’s quantum theory of t
atom. In contrast, the inconsistency surrounding the assu
tion of a closed radiation space as a thermal system was
resolved by the advance of quantum theory. Admitted
quantum statistics invests photons with the behavior cha
teristic of bosons, but there is no suggestion of a transfe
energy between photons. Do not be confused by the o
sional reference in the literature to radiation as a ‘‘pho
gas.’’38 Although radiation has several properties also p
sessed by a gas~such as internal energy and pressure!, the
ability to self-thermalize is not one of them. To the exte
that a photon gas can be considered thermal, it is becau
its interaction with the material walls of the containing ve
sel.
1062 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 8, August 2004
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VII. THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS IN A REAL
CAVITY

A. Wall model and the source function

Radiation can exhibit fluctuations whose origin is to
found within the radiation source. Intensity fluctuatio
linked to temporal and spatial coherence are fami
examples.39 Less well known are the intensity fluctuation
that arise from thermally induced fluctuations in the quant
state number densities of those entities~atoms! responsible
for the radiation, which we now consider.

The intensity of optically thick radiation within a materia
medium~such as the wall material surrounding a cavity! is
determined by atomic and electronic processes in conju
tion with the transport of radiation through the medium40

When thermal equilibrium and detailed balance prevail,41 the
intensity of radiation within the medium is blackbody, irre
spective of the specific processes of emission and absorp
Let us elaborate with the aid of a model for the generation
radiation within a material medium.

With little loss of generality, we may assume that radiati
of frequencyn corresponds to a transition between two qua
tum states of an entity~think of an atom! separated in energy
by hn. Denote the number density of the emitting~excited!
entities asN2 and the number density of the absorbing~un-
excited! entities asN1 , and define the total number densi
of entities as

Ntot5N11N2 . ~21!

The specific intensity~power per unit frequency interval pe
unit area per unit solid angle! of optically thick radiation in a
material medium may be written as42

I 5nw
2 S, ~22!

where nw denotes the refractive index of the medium~the
wall material!. In Eq. ~22!, S denotes thesource function,
defined in our example by42

S5S 2hn3

c2 D N2

N12N2
. ~23!

The factor 2hn3/c2 arises from the ratio of the Einstein co
efficients,A21 and B12, which represent spontaneous em
sion and induced absorption respectively; also, we have
nored degeneracy and have letB125B21 ~the Einstein
coefficient for induced emission!. The ratioN2 /N1 is deter-
mined from rate equations that account for all the relev
radiative and collisional processes. When thermal equi
rium prevails,

N2 /N15exp~2hn/kT!, ~24!

and

S5S 2hn3

c2 D 1

exp~hn/kT!21
, ~25!

which follows by substituting Eq.~24! into Eq. ~23!.

B. Linking cavity radiation to the source function

Radiation from within the medium and incident upon t
surface of the medium will either be reflected back into t
medium or will escape into the space beyond the medium
the surface reflectivity isr, then the radiant power propaga
1062F. E. Irons
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ing along a ray will, at the point of reflection, be reduc
below the intrawall value by the factor 12r ; and the specific
intensity will be reduced by a factor of (12r )nc

2/nw
2 , where

nc denotes the refractive index of the space beyond the
dium. The latter result accounts for refraction at the wa
space interface.43 If the space beyond the medium is a cavi
then multiple emissions and reflections from around the c
ity wall would raise the intracavity specific intensity to th
intrawall value, Eq.~22!, multiplied by a factornc

2/nw
2 ~see

Appendix C!. In other words, for the cavity space,I 5nc
2S.

Given that the energy density in the cavity space is relate
the specific intensity byr54pInc /c, it follows that the en-
ergy density of radiation in the cavity space is

r54pSnc
3/c, ~26!

which, with nc assumed equal to unity, becomes

r54pS/c. ~27!

With Sgiven by Eq.~25!, Eq. ~27! is the same as in Eq.~4!.

C. Application of Eq. „1… to the source function

Assume that the wall material surrounding a cavity is
thermal equilibrium and that energy is partitioned betwe
the kinetic motion and the internal excitation of the ato
comprising the wall material~and other degrees of freedo
which will not concern us!. Just as the mean kinetic energ
may fluctuate, so may the ratioN2 /N1 and the quantity de-
fined by Eq.~23! ~the source function! also fluctuate. Such
thermal fluctuations are amenable to analysis by Einste
theory. Possible fluctuations in the source function fro
other causes44 will not concern us.

We assume the medium containing the cavity to be
closed system~insulated from its surroundings!. Because op-
tically thick radiation emerging from a medium originat
primarily in matter that is close to the surface of the mediu
our concern is primarily with matter located close to t
surface of the cavity wall. Such matter constitutes a subv
ume V of the medium as a whole. Our interest is in t
source function, or rather in the product 4pS/c, representing
an energy density. For the subvolumeV and frequency inter-
val n to n1dn, we may define a mean energy

^E&5V4pSdn/c. ~28!

Clearly@with Sgiven by Eq.~25!# Eq. ~28! is the same as Eq
~5!, and the substitution of Eq.~28! into Eq. ~2! leads to the
same fluctuation spectrum as discussed in Sec. III A.

An additional result is obtained by substituting Eq.~24!
into Eq. ~6!:

^e2&

^E&2
5S c3

V8pn2D N1

N2
. ~29!

The ratio^e2&/^E&2 increases with decreasing excitation~de-
creasing values of the ratioN2 /N1), that is, increases with
decreasing temperature. This result is linked to the fact
excitation of atomic quantum states involves collisions p
marily with particles at the high energy end of the Maxwe
ian spectrum. With decreasing temperature the high en
particles able to effect excitation become relatively fewer
number and, correspondingly, exhibit relatively greater fl
tuations.
1063 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 8, August 2004
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D. The limit hnškT

In the limit hn@kT we have from Eq.~11!

^e2&

^E&2
5

hn

^E&
. ~30!

In the same limit,N2!N1 and ~to a good approximation!
Ntot5N1 @whereNtot is defined in Eq.~21!#, so that from Eqs.
~23!, ~24!, and~28!

^E&5VS 8phn3

c3 D N2

Ntot
dn. ~31!

If we proceed as in Sec. III B and let

^E&5Nhn, ~32!

wherehn denotes a quantum of excitation energy, then ag
@compare to Eq.~14!#

^e2&

^E&2
5

1

N
, ~33!

except thatN now may be expressed as

N5VS 8pn2

c3 D N2

Ntot
dn. ~34!

Observe that in Eq.~34! the productVN2 ~equal to the num-
ber of excited atoms in the volumeV) is an integer andN is
thus proportional to an integer quantity (Ntot is a constant of
the material!. It is no surprise, therefore, to find that th
fluctuation spectrum in Eq.~33! has a form analogous to tha
of a particle system. This result contrasts with the proced
in Sec III B, where the expression forN, Eq. ~13!, gives no
hint as to an integral character and where the analogy wi
particle system requires thehypothesisof N as an integer.

In the limit hn@kT, there are very few excited atom
compared to unexcited atoms. In the sense that excited a
are like occasional islands in a sea of unexcited atoms,
source function may be said to have a certain point-like
particle quality.

E. The limit hn™kT

In the limit hn!kT, we have from Eq.~15!

^e2&

^E&2
5

c3

V8pn2dn
. ~35!

In the same limit,N25N1 , the mean energy per atom
^E&5hnN2 /(N11N2)5hn/2, and the mean square energ
deviation per atom is

^e2&5
~02hn/2!21~hn2hn/2!2

2
5^E&2. ~36!

Equation~36! is the same as that derived previously f
the superposition of electric fields~with random phases!
from a large number of sources@Eq. ~16!#. Interestingly, Eq.
~36! invites a wave interpretation of its own. WhenN2

5N1 , an atom is equally likely to be excited~with energy
hn) as unexcited, with no other option. Along any one dire
tion in space, the ups and downs of excitation energy hav
certain wave-like quality~a square wave!. Over a suitably
1063F. E. Irons
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long distance, there are as many excited as unexcited at
and as is apparent from Eq.~36! the corresponding ‘‘wave’’
is characterized bŷe2&5^E&2.

If we allow that atoms of excitation energyhn contribute
to ^E& in accordance with the weightM5V8pn2dn/c3 @see
Eqs.~23! and ~28!#, then@with an eye to Eq.~17!# we have

^e2&

^E&2
5

c3

V8pn2dn
. ~37!

Equation~37! is the same as in Eq.~35!, which suggests tha
the behavior of the source function in the limithn!kT can
be likened to that of~square! waves.

The names ‘‘excitons’’ and ‘‘excitation waves’’ sugge
themselves as descriptors for the particle and wave beha
described above, except that these names are already us
describe the excitation or polarization states in solids.45

VIII. ANOTHER VIEWPOINT

Might it be ~as suggested by an anonymous referee! that
Einstein’s application of fluctuation theory to Planckian r
diation circumvents the fact that the origin of the fluctuatio
is within the walls, and is it possible that the theory in S
VII simply identifies the wall material as the source of t
fluctuations? In other words, do the ‘‘subvolume’’ and ‘‘re
maining volume’’ in Einstein’s theory correspond to the ca
ity and wall material, respectively, in the theory outlined
Sec. VII, with the wall material serving the same role~being
a reservoir of Planck radiation! as does the ‘‘remaining vol
ume?’’

I can find nothing in Einstein’s papers of 19046 and
19091,2 to support this viewpoint~indeed, Einstein conclude
that the fluctuations were driven by properties—wave a
particle properties—intrinsic to the radiation itself!. Nor do
any of the Einstein commentators cited in this paper hin
such an interpretation. More significantly, the interpretat
fails on physical grounds. The wall material contains ato
that exchange energy with the radiation. The wall mate
may well serve as a reservoir of radiation, but it also ser
as a source and sink of that radiation: and for a source or
of radiation to be part of the system is to violate the prem
on which Einstein’s theory is based, namely@see Eq.~A2! in
Appendix A and the second paragraph of Sec. IV B# that,
during a fluctuation, a gain~or loss! of energy by radiation
within the subvolume is accompanied by an equivalent l
~or gain! of energy by radiation within the remaining volum
with no other options.

In the theory outlined in Sec. VII, it is the energy held
particle excitation that is fluctuating~and there is no sourc
or sink of particles!. In this theory, cavity radiation simply
reflects the fluctuations in atomic excitation, in much t
same way that the modulation of a radio wave reflects
modulation imposed by the transmitter.

If, as suggested in the last paragraph of Sec. II, an
change of radiation energy between the subvolume and
maining volume is necessarily accompanied by an excha
of particles~photons!, then are we not advised to use a flu
tuation formula based on a grand canonical ensemble ra
than a canonical ensemble? The answer would be yes,
it not for the fact that radiation within a closed space is no
a state of thermal equilibrium. Whatever fluctuations may
exhibited by radiation within a closed space, they are
1064 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 8, August 2004
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likely to be correctly described by a theory~based on either a
canonical or grand canonical ensemble! which analyzes fluc-
tuations about a point of stable equilibrium.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

By applying his fluctuation formula to radiation within
closed space~a system that does not satisfy the condition
thermal equilibrium assumed when deriving the formul!,
Einstein deduced certain properties for light. We have
fered an alternative interpretation along the lines t
Planck’s function, to which Einstein applied his formul
should be seen as representing the source function in the
material surrounding a real, partially reflecting cavity. T
source function experiences thermal fluctuations, and ra
tion within the cavity~which originates in the wall materia
and which has an intensity equal to the source function! fluc-
tuates in concert. That is, blackbody radiation within a r
cavity exhibits the thermal fluctuations predicted by Einste
but the fluctuations~with their ‘‘wave’’ and ‘‘particle’’ com-
ponents! have their origin in the wall material and are n
intrinsic to radiation.
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APPENDIX A: EINSTEIN’S 1909 DERIVATION OF
HIS FLUCTUATION FORMULA

The following is a summary of Einstein’s 1909 derivatio
of his fluctuation formula.1 It draws to a large extent on th
accounts of Klein11 and Pais.46 Consider a closed, therma
system of fixed energy, and assume that the system is su
vided into two fixed regions or volumes that can exchan
energy~but not matter! freely. Denote the energies of the tw
volumes asE1 andE2 , and the entropies asS1 andS2 . Let
e1 and e2 denote the amounts by whichE1 and E2 deviate
from their equilibrium values, respectively. The amount
which the total entropy deviates from its equilibrium valu
may be expanded as

DS5S ]S1

]E1
D

o

e11S ]S2

]E2
D

o

e21
1

2 S ]2S1

]E1
2 D

o

e1
2

1
1

2 S ]2S2

]E2
2 D

o

e2
21¯, ~A1!

where the terms in brackets correspond to equilibrium v
ues. The partial derivatives are performed with the volum
held constant and with the number of particles in each v
ume held constant.47 Because

e152e2 ~constant energy! ~A2!

and

S ]S1

]E1
D

o

5S ]S2

]E2
D5

1

T
~ thermal equilibrium!, ~A3!

the first-order terms in Eq.~A1! cancel. Moreover,

S ]2S1

]E1
2 D

o

5S ]

]E1
S 1

TD D
o

52
1

T2 S ]^E1&
]T D

v

21

, ~A4!
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where ^E1& denotes the mean or equilibrium value ofE1 ;
similar considerations apply for (]2S2 /]E2

2)o . If we assume
volume 1 ~the subvolume! to be very much smaller tha
volume 2, then̂ E1&!^E2& and correspondingly]^E1&/]T
!]^E2&/]T. Thus Eq.~A1! reduces to

DS52
e2

2T2 S ]^E&
]T D

v

21

, ~A5!

where we have dropped the subscript~1! as no longer nec-
essary.

Equation ~A1! gives the entropy fluctuation,DS, corre-
sponding to an energy fluctuatione. The probability of an
energy fluctuatione is linked to DS by ~Boltzmann’s prin-
ciple!

P~e!5a exp~DS/k!, ~A6!

where a is a normalization constant. With the aid of Eq
~A5! and ~A6!, we can calculate the mean square ene
fluctuation, defined by

^e2&5E
2^E&

`

e2P~e!de, ~A7!

wheree5E2^E& andE varies from 0 tò . If ^e2&!^E&2,
the lower limit in the integral in Eq.~A7! may be replaced by
2`, in which case the integral reduces to

^e2&5kT2S ]^E&
]T D

v

. ~A8!

The restriction of the result in Eq.~A8! to ^e2&!^E&2 does
not arise when Eq.~A8! is derived as an ensemble averag7

The actual formula derived by Einstein in 1909 differs som
what from Eq.~A8!, but readily reduces to Eq.~A8!.

APPENDIX B: APPLICATION OF EINSTEIN’S
FORMULA TO THE TOTAL RADIATION ENERGY

In his 1904 paper, Einstein reasoned that ‘‘if the spa
volume containing the radiation has the linear dimension
a wavelength, then the energy fluctuations will have the sa
order of magnitude as the radiation energy contained in
space volume of radiation.’’48 This reasoning prompted th
following calculation.49 Define the mean energy

^E&5VE rdn5VaT4, ~B1!

wherer is Planck’s function anda is related to the Stefan
Boltzmann constant,s, by a54s/c. The substitution of Eq.
~B1! into Eq. ~2! leads to

^e2&

^E&2
5

4k

VaT3
. ~B2!

If we equate the left-hand side of Eq.~B2! to unity, we obtain
~with k51.3804310216erg deg21 and a57.56310215

erg cm23 deg24)

V1/35
1

T S 4k

a D 1/3

5
0.42

T
. ~B3!

If we now identifyV1/3 with lm ~the wavelength correspond
ing to the maximum of Planck’s function!, we see that Eq
1065 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 8, August 2004
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e
e

~B3! compares with a known property of Planck’s functio
namely Wien’s displacement law

lm5
0.29

T
, ~B4!

with lm in cm. We read that ‘‘this agreement must not
ascribed to chance,’’50 and that it ‘‘confirms the applicability
of statistical concepts to radiation.’’51

We concur that the agreement must not be ascribed
chance, but dispute that it confirms the applicability of s
tistical concepts to radiation. A closed radiation space is
a system in thermal equilibrium. That we can substitute^E&,
Eq. ~B1!, into an equation,~2!, designed for a closed system
in thermal equilibrium and obtain a sensible result does
change the fact that a closed radiation space is not a sy
in thermal equilibrium. The answer to the question ‘‘how
it, then, that we get a sensible result?’’ must be sought e
where, and I would suggest the following.

If we replacer in Eq. ~B1! by the equivalent quantity
4pS/c @Eq. ~27!#, and remember thatr and 4pS/c are both
equal to Planck’s function, then Eqs.~B2! and~B3! still fol-
low, and we still have agreement between Eqs.~B3! and
~B4!. @Equation~B4! is a property of Planck’s function, an
is as much a characteristic ofSas ofr.# The difference is that
V now refers to a subvolume of a material medium.

The calculation just outlined might be prompted by t
following line of reasoning~compare the quotation in th
opening paragraph of this Appendix!. ‘‘If the material vol-
ume containing the source function has the linear dimens
of a wavelength, then the energy fluctuations will have
same order of magnitude as the source function energy
tained in the material volume of the source function.’’ Th
agreement between Eqs.~B3! and ~B4! may now be seen a
confirming the applicability of statistical concepts to th
source function—a conclusion that we would not dispu
given the analysis in Sec. VII.

APPENDIX C: THE SPECIFIC INTENSITY WITHIN
A CAVITY

Pursuant to the argument in Sec. VII B, consider~for sim-
plicity! a cavity with specularly reflecting walls with reflec
tivity r. Assume that Planckian radiation of specific intens
I 0(5nw

2 S) reaches the wall surface from within the wall m
terial and that the specific intensity of radiation passing i
the cavity isI 1 . ThenI 15(12r )I 0nc

2/nw
2 . After a reflection

from within the cavity, the specific intensity, supplement
by radiation entering the cavity at the point of reflection,

I 25~12r !I 0nc
2/nw

2 1rI 1

5~12r !I 0nc
2/nw

2 1r ~12r !I 0nc
2/nw

2 , ~C1!

and afterm21 such reflections,

I m5~12r !~11r 1¯1r m21!I 0nc
2/nw

2

5~12r m!I 0nc
2/nw

2 . ~C2!

Becauser ,1, the specific intensity of radiation within th
cavity ~obtained by lettingm→`) is thus equal toI 0nc

2/nw
2 ,

and becauseI 05nw
2 S, it becomes equal tonc

2S, which equals
S whennc51.
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